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Asked shortly after the revolution about how she viewed the new government, Tatiana Varsher replied, "With the wide-open eyes of a historian." Her ...
In the Shadow of Revolution: Life Stories of Russian Women from 1917 to the Second World War
As the nation slowly marched toward war, the SS was transformed from a small detachment ... Hitler also knew that his secret, Nazi-Soviet pact ally—the Red Army—would invade stricken Poland from the ...
Sharpening the Wolf's Teeth: Hitler's Infamous SS Saw Their First Combat in Poland
It has been sold to the armed forces of some 40 nations. During the First Gulf War, the U.S. military used the Barrett M82 to disable Iraqi armored personnel carriers. It is difficult to imagine what ...
Death Merchants: NRA Board Member Barrett Manufactures, Sells Sniper Rifles to Civilians
He was a machine gunner and tank gunner ... or not been party to those war crimes.” According to the Holocaust Encyclopedia, in June 1944, troops from Das Reich massacred 642 people in the ...
Mt Hutt steps out from Nazi shadow, mostly
They hunted and gathered together, experienced the dawn of farming together, lived together in the first big cities, and waged war side by ... to the Ancient History Encyclopedia, dogs are ...
50 Major Milestones From the History of Dogs
However, the Jewish Encyclopaedia ... with the US War Materials Administration for purchasing hundreds of tons of military waste (scrap). For instance, if the cost of a machine was $10,000 ...
The Nakba anniversary: Land, myths and the Zionist 'miracle'
As an unusual bit of history, Adolf Hitler sent his body back to Istanbul in 1943, hoping to persuade Turkey to join the Axis powers in World War II ... learning that Soviet forces were closing ...
The 25 most ruthless leaders of all time
The Western Allies did not want to leave Norway open to communist domination in the post-war era; and Norway understood that neutrality was no longer a viable form of defence. However, the 200-km ...
Norway and NATO
He was a machine gunner and tank gunner ... or not been party to those war crimes.” According to Holocaust Encyclopedia, in June 1944, troops from Das Reich massacred 642 people in the French ...
Mountain steps out from Nazi shadow, mostly
UEDA, Nagano Prefecture--A small private art museum here dedicated to displaying the works of Japanese students drafted as soldiers and killed on the front lines during World War II is now ...
Museum of works by art students who died in war on shaky ground
In this lesson, students will explore an unconventional approach to reporting on climate change: a children’s book. Then, using the book as a mentor text, they will create their own illustrated ...
The Learning Network
Jeff Immelt reflected on his time as CEO of General Electric including his leadership after 9/11 and the 2008 financial… Fox News anchor Martha MacCallum provided a history of World War II’s ...
Upcoming Programs
The action heroes used massive machine guns and biceps to blow stuff ... and to this day remains one of the peaks of the series. “The Soviet mind game,” the cover declared about one of the ...
The best NES games of all time
OSAKA--A seller of refilled ink cartridges plans to sue Canon Inc. for changing specifications of cartridges for its home-use printers to thwart its business of offering a lower-priced product to ...
Run on empty: Recycled ink cartridge maker to sue Canon Inc.
In the fifties, Mao, recognizing that the Party’s hold on Xinjiang was weak, mobilized the bingtuan to set up its farms in the region’s north—a buffer against potential Soviet incursions.
Surviving the Crackdown in Xinjiang
Anand Sharma (G-23) and Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury (Gandhi family supporter) are engaged in a war of words on induction of India Secular Front in Mahajot in West Bengal. While the interview is part of the ...
Rahul's interview, just before the state polls, may do more harm than good to the Congress
Indeed, the bill as written will set the country up for yet another immigration war, just as happened after President Ronald Reagan's immigration reforms." • It's time to repeal the ...
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